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This is a report on a common work with Rudolf Haag and Eva Trych-Pohlmeyer. 

which is technically connected with the harmonic analysis of non-commutative dynami

cal systems. The general aim of this work is co provide a derivation of the Gibbs 

Ansatz, base of the equilibrium Statistical Mechanics, from a stability rçn'îire^enr 

By the same token a relation is established between stability and the positivity of 

the hamiltonian in the zero Lemperature case. 

Rather than the Gibbt. Ansatz pertaining to finite systems, we derive in 

fact the so-called Kubo-Hartin-Schwinger (K.M,S.) condition, a substitute of the 

Gibb; Ansatz for infinite quantum systems. Since these concepts are not generally 

familiar to functional analysts (although the second now plays a central rule in the 

theory of Von Neumann Algebras) we shall first describe them by sketching the way in 

which temperature equilibrium states are obtained mathematically in standard Quantum 

Statistical Mechanics. This is done in LWD steps : 

1) One first considers finite systems i.e., physically, systems describing a finiLe 

portion of the substance under consideration enclosed in a cubic box of length 

JLf, with appropriate boundary conditions on the walls of rhe box. Mathematical

ly this has twc .onsequences : 

-first, the algebra of observables can be chosen to be the algebra OV- °f the 

compact operators on some Hilbert space JÙ ; 

-second, the dynamical evolution of the system is described by a positive self-

adjoint operator // with a pure point spectrun , each point having a finite mul

tiplicity, so that £~r" is trace class for each positive & This ham11-

tonian // induces a one-parameter group fc — ^ û(f. of automorphisms of Ql^ in 

the following way : for /] é. Ou 

m V,#; = eitHAeritH . 
The Gibbs Ansatz for describing the s*"ate .CO of the finite system correspond

ing to the inverse temperature .© then consists in assuming that 

This formula defines a state (normalized positive functional) of Ot- » whose phy

sical meaning is that Co(/tj is the mean value of the obsetvable /{ in the 

physical state corresponding »:o the inverse temperature A , a description in 

accordance with the manner In which Quantum Mechanics describes physical states. 

2) The second step consists in performing the so-called chermodynamical limit namely 

letting the length £/ of the box tend to infinity whilst putting into the box a 

general feature of the energy eigenvalue problem for a finite quantum system 
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number of particles propor tional to its volume. The existence o£ one or severa I 

limit states is Lhen guaranteed by the analytical properties of the hamiltonian, 

as can be proved with sufficient ingenuity and mathematical skill (the proof has 

been given for a number of models -the investigation of this thermodynamical li-

mit is one of the principal aims ui what one might call "Constructive Statisti

cal Mechanics", which is not our concern in this work). 

What is, now, the K.M.S. condition ? We obtain it in the following way : 

notice that, for an A eût, which is an analytic vector for the one-parameter 

group (1) one can extend c(. to an imaginary value i/$ cf time : 

One has ther., for all S e ÙV > from (2), 

TA le-»] = nfe-^j 
whence the Y M.S condit ion 

(3) C*>(&4ififA)) = to(A&) 

This condition (l) has two advantages * first it persists in the thermodynamic limit 

(as can be checked on various models) and thus affords a substitute of (2) valid for 

infinite systems (for which (2) itself makes no sense), substitute which contains. 

as our p-<p ( ? ri. e n c e shows, the same amount of information as (2). Thus we can replace 

the Gibhr *nsatz (2) by the K.M.S. condition (3) of more general validity, yielding 

the fundament of the Quantum Statistical Mechanics of infinite systems rather than 

of finite ones. This is important in that the infinite systems are the ones whose 

features correspond to a "thermodynamical behaviour"(which does n^t show up in fini

te systems -this motivates the necesr-ii .• of performing the thermodynamic limit in the 

23 

traditional approach described above;. ;iiysicall_ : a system containing 10 parti

cles is best idealized by considering an infinite number of oarticles 

A second advantage of the K.H S. caidition ($ is that it has become one of the central 

items in the theory of Von Neumann algebras, and is therefore, mathematically, a beau 

tiful object, We close this discussion of traditional Quantum Statistical Mechanics 

by noting that, if we introduce the functions 

( &Ai(t) - Co{dtCA)&) -
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(3) can be written equivalently 

in terms of the Fourier transforms '/>& and (?/IG of the functions 

(4) (if we assume for the automorphism f.roup p£ the natural continuity property 

that ~tefi > epfekOijJ should be continuous for all /j £ 0L and all 

states CP of Qt, i fArZ a n c' P/J/2 a r e ̂ minded measures, fnr 

which the condition (5) has been written in a somewhat sloppy way as if these mea

sures were funct ions of p^ (the energy), which will in fact be the case owing 

to further assumptions). The reason why we mention the alternative (5) to the clas

sical K.M.S. condition (3) is that (5) naturally lends icself to our proof 

(note, also, thaL (5Ï ran be stated wirhout the restiiction that /\ be an analy

tic element of the one parameter group oC ) • 

We now turn to our objective, which is to give the K.M.S. condition (5), the 

status of a theorem rather than that of an Ansatz, starting from scratch. For this 

we consider, from i he start, an infinite quanta I system, which we idealize as a "C -

system", i.e. e pair {01/ <*•} of a CH-algebra Ôt and a continuous one-

parameter gfup oC of automorphisms of 0J,, (the n>nLinuity assumption is the 

natural one that all numerical functions "t C. R — ^ 9 s ("ft (A) J , /j £ $2, 

<P a state of fil , shall be continuous -one could require, equivalently, that 

the map V ê t\ î> ^é (** * ^ e c o n c i n u o u s ^ o r all^fC^c- ). This no

tion of C -system is a mathematical abstraction of the general frame of quantum me

chanics for the description of a physical system together with its time evolution 

(= dynamics), It is both relevant for finite systems (in which case QZ- can be 

chosen as the algebra of compact operators on some Hilbert space ) and for infinite 

systems ; then [J^. is an "antiliminar" C -algebra (= possessing a maze of inequiva-

lenc representations) whose complexity reflects that of the infinite system. The 

elements of (JL- represent physically (norm limits of) local observables, 

whereby o(^ CA J , ft £ÛL T e U > represents the observable obtained from 

f\ by a shift t~ in time. Physical states are defined by the states 

(= normalized positive functionals) of 0?*>- i c n e va lue £*>CA) of the 

state Cp for /\ ê (IL- representing the mean value of the observable f\ in 

the state CP , Our program is now to derive the K.M.S. condition (5) (or posi-

tivity of the energy, the limiting case of (5^ for zoro temperature) from physically 
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natural requirements on equilibrium states. The three constitutive properties requir

ed for an equilibrium staLe U? are che following : 

(i) CO is invariant under c?C j 

(ii) CO is an extremal élément of the convex set of ^-invariant states ; 

Ciii) CO is stable for local perturbations of the dynamics. 

Before starting with our argument we briefly comment upon these conditions. First, 

from a physical point of view,it should be clear that (L), (ii) and (iii) are natu

ral requirements for characterizing thermodynamical equilibrium states : Ci) is 

obvious ; Cii) corresponds to che fact that we want to describe "pure thermodynamic 

cam phases" rather tha- quantal mixtures of them ; as for (iii), its physical 

meaning is clear : a local disturbance of the dynamics (e.g., an impurity in a crys

tal, a boat on an ocean) should not upset the original state, but merely cause a 

gentle distortion. Our second comment is that, of course, the conditions (i), (ii), 

(iii) above have to Le ;tatedroathemati.cally in a precise way. For (i) this is ob
viously done H s follows : 

Assumpt ion (i) : (invariance) 

(6) Ùj/c/ifAl) = 0>Cf\) for all AeOL and 1Ç f{ 

Conditions (ii) and (iii), on the other hand, will be given precise formulations as 

we need rhem in our proof (in fact the technical conditions which we will need will 

turn out to be somewhat strong mathematical exegeses of (ii) and (iii) as phrased 

above, which we hope future progress will help to release). 

Down to work.! Since the first part of our argument consists in exploit

ing (iii) in combination with (6).we now need to formulate Ciii). For this we need 

a mathematical formulation of "local perturbations of the dynamics". That is done 

as follows ; consider -£ - •% £ ut^ a n c* define the differen.tiable function 

(7) f e / e__^7 f ; ^ 
by the following differential equation and boundary condition at C" — O 

43L ; .7fV<; 
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/these entnil the existence and uniqueness of the function (7)), One easily shows 

that the solution J^ of (8) is a unitary cocycle in the following sense ; 

allowing the definition 

(10) 4>fA) - T?W*)T*m* , KOL, i<fi, 

0 
of a perturbed one-parameter group" c(^ , depending upon the choice of the 

self-adjoint "n S OL- The fuct that we have, here, a description of a "local 

perturbation of the dynamics" s Lens from the property 

(11) 4\ <£(&)- -Muti + tf**! 
easily derived from (8) for a "dif f erentiable" t_> é 0]^ (one 5or which "C.-£> <tf-i#/ 

is differentiable) : (11) shows that in a representation of QV where <?£ is ob

tained from a hamiltonian j-j as in (1), o( is likewise obtained from the hamil-

tonian j-j J -fi_ , a local dynamical perturbation since -$_ represents a local ob-

ervable, Equipped wit 

to formulate precisely 

(2 ) 
servable, Equipped with this description of local perturbations we are now ready 

Assumption (iii) : (stability) 

For each self-adjoint -£ in L/U there is a map A. • > ^JJ of a 

neighbourhood '(/J of zero in f\ to the state space of {/I, such that : 

(Xk) CM) 
a) CO ̂  ' is invariant for the perturbed dynamics o{ ; 

(12) CO 

denotes a commutator. 
(2) 

which we owe to Derek Robinson and Huzihiro Araki (and wliÉh ccjistitutes basically a 
bounded operator version of the old Dirac-Toisonaga-Dyson perturbation expansion). 
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) y,_ 5> C-O^ is differentiible, in the weak sense, for A ~=-° » 

ith derivative CO, 

(13) 

:) Co, is a normal form of the representation Tu. of Qt, gene-

rated by CO 

From this stability assumption a very simple argument allows to proceed towards our 

aim of proving condition (5) : from (12) immediately follows that, for each diffe-

rentiable & ê Ôt t 

0 = CO 

whence, using (11 ) , 

l M/h» 0 = Cvi 

Replacing CO by CO — CO + CO find d l v i d i n g b y ^ _ o n e 0t, t a,; n S j 

caking account of (6) differentiated with respect to z for T^c f 

whence, by (13), for /\—?> (/ 

If, in this equation, we take /^ to be the differentiable 

c) is not strictly necessary for our proof and is perhaps too strong a formu

lation. Cf.discussion below. 
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r 
4<A)Mr , A*Ot ; 

s,re H 

vlth (is immediately checked) 

we obcsln chat, for all 

(15) ù>f>faCA)-4M) - i f^,^?])M: 

We have not yet used condition c) in Assumption ( i i i ) above t c) wil l be 

used in combination with a (otrengthenediform of) the extremality assumption (11) 

which ve formulate as follows : 

AssuKption (11) : (a strengthened form of the extremality of the Invariant s t a t e CO ) . 

Uo aoouma that : 

i) thft C -iyatem fûZ i f * 8 asymptotically abellan in the sen-

>B tha t , for any fi /£ £- ÛL , and s t a t e & of Ô£. * 

p/[A,Ji(&)]) (is) epf A.dA&il —. >° n 
b) the state tO is hyperclusterinR In the following sense : there is a dense, 

self-adjoint cat ^j of Ql. such that, for arbitrary A i d e -» there 

Is * majoration 

| (17) \co(A^tOL)) -CoCA)co(lh)^ ^ . ^ - — r , 

t 

where are positive constants* Furthermore analogous majora-
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] 
rations hold for the truncated expectation values up to order 6 

Why is this assumption a stronger form of extremality for cj ? "Because, 

for asymptotically abelian systems, we hsvc- the fact that extremality of an 

o£ -invariant state CO is synonimous with the fact that, for n/O C OZ. 

(18) CO {A&C&)) > c^CA)^f&) 

Physical reasons for strengthening this latter condirion can be given (vork is in pro 

gress on this petit). .Vfe incriiically adopt the above formulation of Assumption (ii) r.o 

conclude that, for /J , Li £ ÔZ. 

(19) *Ujl,4Ml)^ 

(with independent limits in the integration). Thic conclusion follows from perform

ing the limits ,J). 5» — >*• , 0 7 7 ^ -i <xî i n (15), noting that (IS) 

(a fortiori (19)) .combined with asymptotic abelianness entails that 

4 (A) ̂ r—-> &W) ? , 

V -weakly, in the representation generated by the state CO , whence the vanishing 

of the l.h.s. of (15) in the limit. It is now apparent that we achieved progress to

wards proving the K.M.S. condition (5) since (19) can alternatively be written 

(Cf. (4)) which is nothing but the special case of (5) for £~ _ o 

We refrain from stetlng these conditions precisely, because they are used in a 
later stage of our proof which will only be sketched here. For a precise proof 
the reader is referred to £*3 * 
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The rest of our work consists in heaving the '"K.M.S. condition at zero ener

gy" (20) Co finite values of the energy. This is done by using the following crick 

(we here sketch the proof, omitting details needed for rigour) : since ^20) holds for 

arbitrary -if A £ ÔL > i z i s Liable to make -* = ^ ^ ( ' H / , A =• Ai^kl ^ V 

with j t ;-/ t f A, / A^C-<I and U. £ / ? Using the fact that, by the 

hyperclustering property of CO. 

oo[i< (I) 4 (Aj << fact*))) y cJU (AÏÏcofUA)}, 

and taking (allowable) limits undsr the integral, one derives that 

(21) ÇJ0 fry* . fat» C^)#,«M- •J-
/ 

and -ilso, by an iteration of the same trick, that 

(22) 

j 0, V U V %A ^ ; UA,fi,AMA 

~- A 

' ^ 4 < ^ 4 ^ 

from (21) written with of^ ^''<*•/ instead of sl^ f inte 

h sides with respect to ^ij after multiplication by ^ " 

nt fact 

^ration of both sides wich respect to ^ after multiplication by ^ ' yields 

t'.iat 

or, using the evident fact 

(24) 
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/ J A A 
This means already, in view of the arbitrariness of choice of ->>, f f-i -rh , ' - l 

in yj , chat we have a universal function q^fL J tor which 
-i3 

(26) &fe) - j>f£) £,JC) , AjeOt, 

provided we have the guarantee that "#/ and /-\ t can be chosun so that &///,'•- / ft, 

for a preassigned p\ € f\ • Assuming this for a while, we note that (26) is ;-

dentical with (5) if </*( £~ J •= (?~< . That the Latter is the case now fol 3 ..\. ̂  

from the positivity of tfi (due to ̂ he positivity of f~AA# a n c* ^ AA* '' 

and its multiplicativity ; 

<£(£'< £*)^ fife')' rf-°) , 

which itself follows from 

ÇÇ-El - ff£, (28) f ( - t / - Y 1 L J 

(immediate consequence of (24)J combined with (22) emploitûd in a manner analogous to 

the step of parsing from (21) to (23). We thus proved (5) if we know that, to eac! 

Ei\ € f\ , there is a choice of /[( -f 0 (J? w i - L h /5/ {£/ -JL -̂  

This restriction is now settled by the 

Proposition 

Let {fif A D e c n e covariant representation of the C -system (0{ ; ̂ J gene

rated by an invariant state CO of (Jl_ and assume that Assumption (ii) above 

holds. Then the spectru.it J/, [XTj of the representation U~ of J\ is 

either onp-ii'ned (= lies on the non-negative or the non-positive reals) or coincide 

with the whole real liic /*\ 

The alternative stated bj this Proposition allovs to conclude that if Opi*- / j.s 

not one-sided, then 0 / M "U/~ A i whence the possibility of chocsing, to 

...h re P. .' A^tftOl »"» £,,*„, (E) *o • w e " •« 
have t d 

Theorem : 

Let ]_UL j ei. ç be a C -system .with CO a s tate of Oi— satisfying as

sumptions ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) above. Either the spectrum of <.U/Ly$efined ir the 
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proceeding Proposi f_ LonJ is one-sided or CAJ fulfills Che K.M.S. condition (5) for 

some real tempera ure fc 

We now sketch the proof of the Proposition. For A e O l we denote by fa'ty 
•Q- I 

the support of the operator valued distribution J\A , Fourier transform of 

the function X/\ • t £ A'—*" <4"I)tÛL • Since JÇ,a s- Xfi Xg . end Fourier 

transforms turn products into convolutions, i t is intuitive that 

SffAa) *.$J>'M +- SffS) r o r A,a<rûl . NO„ „ith n, 
IX and ~S]_ the G.N.S. construction afforded by the state CO » i.e. 

u,(A) = (&,r,(A)JL) /e/f 

V<SL - i l 
(29) 

one easily checks that /[ € e\ is contained in o/'('-J/ iff, to each neighbour

hood IX of A , there is A £ 01 with Sh^f^) ^ & and 

JT CA)-fL -é-Q ( c o establish this, use that H £ §j*J CA ) iff 

*rfX) ?=• 0 for each J'€ L, (f\. ) with «v / / )y -=- o ), Now the f i rs t step 

in proving our Proposition consists in establishing that S/i ( D~ J is additive, 

which goes as follows : given f[t ; /f̂  £ J) k flj~} and an arbitrary neighbour

hood V of \ l + k 

there are neighbourhoods <0~l Qi. resp. of X / / / ^ 

uith <U", 1 1}^ C / \ y ; and elements A , , A \ of Oft with 

i V /At'] C ^C a n d IlfA;)JL4o , < ' = / , £ . Let 

for each * é ft (observe chat SbJ/'t{/j, ))* fy •* CA, J ) • a n d 

£ can be chosen such as to make J7 ̂ /P_£L £.0 since 

}\n (A ]A\\ WAt^a^)A,U^UfA(AX/AfA^MW^K 
by the assumed clustering ( i i i ) b) of ùl) We thus conclude chat 

X, -r Xx & S/l fir) ! S/>flr) is additive. 

Rest of the proof of the Proposition : if opt ^ / is not one

sided i t contains Ù. > Ô and - & » b ~> Û . I f <£ and b are 

not commet.: -able ,the set of /fr\ Û. — A{ fa , /M\ , /i/[ positive integers 
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w',11 have zero set distance to " , whence the density of 

whence ty&)~ ft since fyQS) is closed. If <X* and O are com

mensurable, one can use the fact that Shi^J has no isolated points (an easy 

consequence of Assumption (ii)) to repls.cc o by O . b >0 not commensurable 

with (X, : and to argue as above. 

We conclude with a few remarks. First, our Theorem ia satisfactory from 

a physical point of view, since the alternative of one-sidedness of ShClTj or 

K.M.S, nature cf CO is what we observed in nature where the first case occur?; 

at zero temperature ('..iiere the hamiltonian is known to be positive) and the second 

for a finite temperature. However what is observed is the positivity of 

and the occurence of K.M.S. for positive values of A . This is not explained 

by our work as it stands now and presents us with one of our future problems. 

Second, the reader of books on Statistical Mechanics finds that what is ob

served is the validity of the Gibbs Ansatz Cor, for that matter, K.M.S.) with the 

hamiltonian rf replaced by 

H - H j T > «here J\f Is the particle num

ber operator (generator of the gauge group) and H the chemical potential. This 

result is obtained by our method replacing the algebra fjp, of observables by the 

field algebra ^- and looking for the c-4~ invar iar-1, hyperclustering states of 

<f stable for local perturbations <*&) of c<_ corresponding to a gauge 

invariant -?u • This theory generalizes in fact to arbitrary (non commutative) 

compact automorphism group commuting with the dynamical group d>£ . Work in col

laboration with Rudolf Haag on this subject is in progress. 

We conclude with a sketch of an alternative technique for deriving K.M.S. 

from stability, within a frane less interesting for physics but more in the mood of 

operator theory. Apart from a possible intrinsic interest for the theory of Von 

Neumann algebras, this alternative approach has the merit of shedding more light on 

the mathematical mechanism linking modular automorphisms with stability. Consider 

a WK-system i.e. a pair y@0\> , <K J oi a Von Neumann algebra 'flu O w i c h a 

one-parameter group c**. o £ automorphisms of Sj/£ such that C" <£/( >> CP[o&\A)} 

is continuous for all /n £ Û*C a n d a** n o r m a l states CP of /fjjfr . And ta

ke a normal state CO of gïu which is ^-invariant and faithful (i.e. such 

that <PCA*A)-0 > A&0et implies /\ == 0 : this condition is a 

natural one in the theory of Von Neumann algebras, although not physically cogent). 
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Keeping the same stability requirements as above in Assumption (iii) and replacing 

Assumption (ii) by the requirement of "ergodicity of <p(^ " (= no cC, -invariant 

elements in '/TT} but C n e multiples of unity), we propose to establish the K.M.S, 

condition (3) for CO . Since, now CO is assumed faithful, we knew from the 

Tomita-Takesaki theory that CO generates a modular automorphism group fi^ for which 

it is K.M.S. at temperature 1 . Our game will therefore consist in proving the 

identity of oL . and 0 up to a scale factor A . The strategy is the follow

ing : we first note that oL and C" -.ommute, due to the fact that OJ is 

CP̂ _ -invariant. Now the faithful a J b^ . o( - and ^-invariant CO gcneiates 

a faithful representation of */fgu * n which oC and Q * are respectively 

implemented hv -unitary representation V and Y 

, whilst the tv;o-parame

ter grour ft ÂJS H y GÛ- C^J i s i m p l e m e n c e d °y WY^ • Further, by a 
mechanism analogous to that which gave rise to the Proposition above JTi (JJ j , 

oh (* f a n <* o h i ^V~ ) will all be groups, • -.e litter a subgroup 

of l\ whose projections on [.lie :>£.- and y-axes r spectively coincide 

with ôht&J a n d SfrcvJ . Because of the assumed ergodicity of 

oL ' Shf^fJ covers the whole reals. é>h(Vj > o n r- n e other hand, 

can either be {ûj , or ^l/L ' /He^J or $ , The first of 

these three cases trivially gives rise to stability (it corresponds to the tempe-

r ature oo case in physics). The two others leave us with the three following 

possibilities for 

1) an array of horizontal lines \A =. /yi À , /yt é <:zL 

2) the whole £\_ -plane 

3) a straight line of slope /^ through the origin. 

We want to eliminate the two first cases and ke?p case 3) which leads to the desi

red proportionality of j-j and f\ , the mfinitesimal generators of 

resp ]J~y ( JJJ -g 1^* » \(, - gC*^ ). Here is a sketch of the way 

in which this can be done : if we rewrite (15) in the G.N.S. construction from OO 

introducing the modular operator A _- £ and the modular conjugation J of 

(s and using the fact that ^ ^ A ^ implies J^AJ- ,Zj Z'h_- w e 

obtain the conditio!. ( -IL denotes the cyclic vector obtained from CO ) : 

(30) 
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Now che limit J .—s> — cXJ (or «Jf—;> - od , / - — ^ V- *=<7 ) will 

J 'Ht ^ ~ l to become, say, something like a principal value of 

-jj , uhils X ~/j •=- J. — é ^ behaves like ̂ A in the spectral 
regions where /^* is small. Thus, roughly, che limit o — > — **3 in ( ) will 
make sense iff is meaningful, a circumstance realized in case 3), but not 
in cases 1) and 2) for which there are regions of the lj~y -spectrum where //' = 0 
whilst /\ is finite. For the rigourization of this bold argument, it seems 
that we need a spectral concentration theorem believed to be true, but not yet for
mally proven, by our friends in the chcoiy of Von Neumann algebras. So please allow 
a rugged, but pious physicist to end his calk with a prayer for the progress of Har
monic Analysis of Non-Commutative Systems ! 
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